
3x3m Easy Pop up Canopy Tent 420D Waterproof UV-Treated Cover
Commercial Quality

Out of Stock: $414.95

When you hold outdoor events—especially in the summertime—your

company needs a spot where people can gather rain or shine. With this

easy pop-up canopy tent by Randy & Travis Machinery, you can protect

your attendees from both rain showers and the hot sun.

Not only is this pop-up canopy tent an excellent choice for commercial

operations, but it's a great place for home use as well. Perfect for parties,

weddings, and picnics, this canopy tent is a must-have if you entertain

outdoors. Take it to the beach to keep you and your family comfortable

when the sun beats down unmercifully.

It's waterproof and UV light-resistant, so it is the ideal choice for outdoor

gatherings, where the weather is a factor. Take Mother Nature out of the

equation when you have this canopy tent stored away.

Since weather conditions often pop up quickly, this tent's pop-up

construction makes it easy to put up quickly. Velco straps make tying

unnecessary, getting you and your guests inside the tent quickly.

With three height positions, you have a variety of options. Setting up is not

only quick, but easy. It features a finger-friendly (no pinching) quick lock

release button so that you can set up the frame in only seconds without

any tools.

With its lightweight and sturdy double-handled carrying bag, it's easy to

transport anywhere. With peak beach and barbecue season upon us, you

don't want to miss out on a single minute of fun.

Protect yourself and your guests from the sun and rain alike. Order your

canopy tent today.

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Dimensions: 3.05 x 3.05 x 3.1 - 3.29m (L x W x H)
Area: 9.29 square metre
Weight: approx 25kg
Colour: White
Material: 420D waterproof and UV-treated Oxford fabric, heavy-
duty powder-coated steel frame with steel foot pad for extra
durability
Commercial Tubing: tube thickness is 0.8mm for main tube and
0.5mm for top tube
Outer Leg: 30mmx30mm / Inner Leg: 26mm x 26mm / Truss Bar:
13mm x 26mm
Accessories: 600D polyester fabric carrying bag with a two-way
zipper and two rubber handles, four ropes, four stakes, and a users'
manual
Seams sealed to resist water penetration
Resists 99% of the sun's rays
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Full-truss straight-leg structure for durability and performance
Rust- and peel-resistant.
Suitable for both commercial and residential use
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